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Ill. NO -lliERAPEUTIC CLI 'ICAL RE EARCH

J. In the purely scientific application of clinical research
carried out on a human being, it is the duty of the doctor to
remain the protector of the life and health of that person on
whom clinical research is being carried out.

2. The nature, the purpose and the risk of clinical research
must be explained to the subject by the doctor.

3a. Clinical research on a human being cannot be under
taken without his free consent after he has been informed; if
he is legally incompetent, the consent of the legal guardian
should be procured.

3b. The subject of clinical research should be in such a
mental, physical and legal state as to be able to exercise fully
his power of choice.
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3c. Consent should, as a rule, be obtained in writing. How
ever, the re ponsibility for clinical research always remains
with the research worker; it ne er falls on the subject even
afler consent is obtained.

4a. The investigator must respect the right of each indivi
dual to safeguard his personal integrity, especially if the subject
is in a dependent relationship to the investigator.

4b. At any time during the course of clinical research the
subject or his guardian should be free to withdraw permission
for research to be continued.

The investigator or the investigating team should discontinue
the research if in his or their judgment, it may, if continued,
be harrnfu I to the indi idual.
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BIOCHEMISTRY OF I TERNAL DISEASES

Biochemical Findings in the Differenrial Diagnosis of Inter
nal Diseases. Ed. by R. Schoen and H. Stidhof. Pp. xvi +
428. Rll.00. Amsterdam: Elsevier Publishing Co. 1963.

The biochemistry of internal diseases has become so important
for ordinary everyday diagnosis and management of patients
that the physician can ill afford not to have a basic uncer·
standing of the various biochemical derangements and the
interpretation of the findings in relation to differential
diagnosis.

This book attempts to supply jmt this need. Coming from
German authors, it has been translated very well and is easily
read. evertheless one does find here and there a lack of
appreciation of English phraseology such as the description of
certain biochemical findings in 'man' in contrast to the findings
in women.

The field is well reviewed and covers chapters on carbohy
drate metabolism, fat and lipid metabolism and serum proteins.
There are sections on water and electrolyte metabolism, hor
mones, eQ]:ymes, blood clotting, immunology, and serology.
and additional chapters on calcium and phosphorus meta
bolism, metabolism of blood and bile pigments, metabolism
of iron and other heavy metals and a separate chapter on
thyroid gland diagnosis and renal diagnosis as well as liver
diagnosis.

Just sufficient clinical information is given to make an
understanding of the biochemical findings easier. Techniques
are also explained in principle rather than in detail. It is,
however, evident that in some respects adequate knowledge
of work outside the European continent has not been well
appreciated. This probably explains the reason why nothing
is said about the tolbutamide-sensitivity test for an insulinoma
or why the insulin-resistance test for excess growth hormone
production has not been mentioned. Nothing is said about
the value of alkaline phosphatase activity in granulocytes as an
aid in the differential diagnosis of polycythaemia rubra vera
from secondary polycythaemia, and the concept of glucose-6
phosphate dehydrogenase in the development of certain hae
molytic conditions is not touched on.

In the discussion on immunology, too, one finds no reference
to Burnet and to the auto-immune concept of Hashimoto's
disease.
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INTRAVENOUS DRIP THERAPY: A PLEA
To the Editor: We are all aware of the morbidity, Le. the pain
and suffering, associated with tissue leaks and phlebitis follow
ing intravenous drip therapy-but do we take sufficient notice?

Intravenous drip therapy, be it for continuous drug therapy
to combat electrolyte imbalance, or to increase blood volume,
is very often relegated to the inexperienced and their energy
and enthusiasm are not infrequently evidenced by the colourful
'mice' irregularly placed along both fore-arms.

One patient raised her arms towards me--not in homage,

These are, however, minor deficiences and the book as a
whole is well worth having and will repay careful reading.
There are excellent tables which supply, 10 ummary form.
all the differential features of the various conditions discussed
and also give normal value and indicate which tests are most
likely to be of value. A.J.B.

DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Diseases of the Digestive System. By S. C. Truelove, M.A.,
M.D., F.R.C.P. and P. C. Reynell, M.A., D.M., ER.C.P.
Pp viij + 696. Illustrated. R8.40. Oxford: Blackwell Scien
tific Publications. 1963.

It is a pleasure to read a book on the digestive y~tem which
is comprehensive, and yet not of an unreasonable length, by
a worker with the experience of Or. S. C. Truelove. The
digestive system lends itself to loose thought, but Ihe authors
have been faithful to the principles of the scientific method
as applied to clinical medicine. The numerous X-ray reproduc
tions have been wisely selected and are very well reproduced.
Its simplicity, balance and complete coverage make it a book
of value to medical students, postgraduate students and to
any clinical practitioner including general practitioners, sur
geons, physicians, and psychiatrists who deal in their practices
with disorders of the digestive system. G.A.E.

RENAL TRA SPLANTATIO
Renal Transplantation. By R. Y. Calne. M.S.. F.R.C.S. Pp.
vii + )90. Illustrated. R5.00. London: Edward Amold Ltd.
1963.

The replacement of an irreparably diseased organ by a new
one has exercised the minds of medical researchers for many
years. Although a certain number of remarkable succes~es in
renal transplantation have been achieved, the g~neral picture
is far from safisfactory, and numerous problems still remain
to be solved.

This highly authoritative, well-documented monograph dis
cusses the hiology of rejection of homologou"i tissue and
presents the overall picture of experimental and clinical ex
perience to date in a clear and concise manner. Tt is highly
recommended ~o all who are engaged in the field of organ
transplantation. W.M.R.

CORRESPONDENCE

but in horror-and tearfully cried out: 'I am a fugitive from
a blood transfusion service!'

The slow-healing, unsightly scars of numerous 'cut-downs'
on both alms bore silent testimony to this fact. Other patients
have frequently complained to me: 'The pain in my arm was
infinitely worse than the pain and discomfort of operation and
lasted much longer.' They referred to drip flows which had
leaked into the tissues.

In my opinion a good deal can be done to avoid these
painful sequelae of intravenous drip therapy.


